
Software Updates Oct 2016
HTR2 / HTR-Tour / HTR-Tablet

All five HTR software applications have been updated for Fall 2016. This will be the final update
cycle for the year 2016. The new version date for each program ---> October 1, 2016.

Pos-Scan is the featured addition to all the programs. There are other minor revisions and
additions as well as bug fixes that are not necessarily mentioned below.

HTR2
Pos-Scan is now included on the following screens.

[HTR] Consensus adds a Pos-Total column, "Pos", to the right side of the screen.

[Light Bulb] now includes an item "Big Pos-Total 8+" for the horse when applicable.

[PPX] past-performances now include a "PosT" (Pos-Total) column extracted from past races.
This allows you to review a horse's PPs from the perspective of their previous Pos-Scan ratings.
The PPX has been extended to 5 running lines per horse.

Note: several users had asked if the CLA (Class) rating could be added to the PPX data. It's a
little tight for space after adding the Pos-Scan column and will require a re-format later.

HTR-Tour
Not too many changes to the Tour program with this update. It was the origin of the Pos-Scan
display and the complete Pos-Scan screen is found at the bottom menu section of the main screen.

The PosScan total column, abbreviated as "PosT" or "PosTot" depending on space, has been
included on the default [Tour] main screen as well as the [Turf Scan] and [Rookie Scan].

PL-Mode and Pos-Scan
One reminder about the Pos-Scan. It was developed using PL-5 which is the default and only
paceline approach used in the Tour program. However, all of our other software programs have a
PL option. The user can switch to another PL mode and change many of the ratings including
Pos-Scan. There are no test results from my end on the affect of using the other PL choices. You
are on your own if you want to experiment beyond PL-5. Be aware that it will change the Pos-
Totals because Pos-Scan uses many rankings in its 37 factor mix.

HTR-Tablet
The tablet version adds the full Pos-Scan screen (same as HTR-Tour) to the main menu and
updates several of the other displays.

The Tablet version is a separate installation located in the Subscriber Zone.



Software Updates Oct 2016
MaxVel and Modeler

Pos-Scan has been added on to one of the MaxVel screens and throughout the Modeler.

[V2] Screen
A new column/button ("Pos") added to the V2 data screen on the far right. This allows viewing
and sorting of the Pos-Total. You can gain an interesting perspective sorting with the "Pos" on
this screen if the race has FTS or any 'unknown' horses. The V2 is dedicated primarily to velocity
numbers and blanks out FTS and other horses with no pacelines. The "Pos" rating helps to see
them as potential contenders or immediate toss outs (PosT = 0).

Note: PL-0 and other paceline methods that 'blank out' horses with no pacelines make for
unpredictable display on some MaxVel screens. It's not a bug per se, but just a quirk in the
original design which was targeted at horses with velocity numbers/selected running lines.

Modeler
Every option on the Modeler now includes Pos-Scan rankings as an element of the output. Look
for the following abbreviations: "rPOs" (Pos Scan ranking 1-9) , "PosT" (Pos-Total), "Pos"
column header. The rPos option is included as one of the "Full Coverage Factors". This means
the ranking is used on 100% of the horses in all races.

Get Full Stats
Those of you looking for the full spread of the Pos-Scan ranking 1 thru 9 will find it on this
screen option. See my comments below on Pos-Scan as a ranking set.

Comments on Pos-Scan as Modeler Factor

Pos-Scan is not a particularly potent as a ranked element for three key reasons.

1. Pos-Scan has lots of ties at all levels.

2. Pos-Scan is not based on a probability hierarchy. In other words, it was not developed to
find winners based on the top picks. We have lots of good ratings in HTR that
accomplish that, including the (K) and HTR. The purpose of Pos-Scan is to identify
underrated horses and potential value by tallying only the positive developments and
forgiving the negatives and recent poor performance.

3. Pos-Scan impacts race outcomes with its total points (Pos-Total) rather than the ranking.
With the exception of rPos=1 (top rank), the total is far more important than the relative
rank.

Nevertheless, Pos-Scan ranking set will prove an interesting addition to the Modeler and will no
doubt provide some worthwhile output. Maybe we'll learn more about the value of the ranking
from using the Modeler.



Software Updates Oct 2016
Robot3

Robot3 update for Oct. 1, 2016 has some great new features, all related to the further
development of the Pos-Scan concept.

New! Pos-Scan Dump
The new report button [Pos-Sc Dump] is available at the center of the top menu section located
just below the [Daily Report] option. The Pos-Scan Dump sorts the report by ROI with all the
usual statistics listed. The Pos-Scan Dump includes (only) the following items -->

• rPos=1 and rPos=2 (top 2 rankings).

Note: the full spread of Pos-Scan rankings 1-9 is available in the updated MaxVel Modeler.

• Various Pos-Total ranges including Pos-Total = 00, 4+, 8+, and 15+.

• All 37 Pos-Scan elements. See E-Book 2016 for the master list.

The Pos-Dump report fits easily on one printable page if you remove some of the spaces at the
bottom of the page before printing. The compact set of data offers a great way to analyze the
Pos-Scan and determine potential spot plays.

New Filters

Connections Module

• Hot Trainer

• Cold Trainer

You can select either or both of these check-box filters to locate trainers that have been winning
or losing in bunches the past 30-days. The "Cold Trainer" in this instance is a desired parameter
as it sometimes results in a positive ROI. To eliminate the cold trainers, use the "No Cold
Trainers" on the Negatives module.

Special / Systems Module

• Wins

"Wins" was the last of the 37 positive items added to Pos-Scan. The filter locates horses with a
winning record or a winning preference for Track/Distance/Surface (Horse for Course). Test
results with "Wins" by itself are poor in terms of ROI because the public severely over bets
prolific winning horses. But as a positive element within Pos-Scan it may produce better results
in a multiple factor combination.

Tip: remove maidens from any data tests specifically involving "Wins" as no maiden entrants
will qualify for the item.

ROI Dump / Alpha Dump / Top-10 Lists
These data reports now include all of the above items in the listings. This places Pos-Scan and all
of its key identifiers into the larger array of HTR statistics.


